
Consent Form



Introduction

Instructions (page 1 of 5)

 
Welcome! Before you begin, please read the following
instructions carefully.
 
In this 50 to 60-minute survey, you will be presented with
several buggy Python scripts (written in a file named



script.py), along with the full error output generated by the
default Python compiler. Each script will be written in Python 3.
 
Your task is to use the Google search bar to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

IMPORTANT: For each search query, please make sure to add
"site:stackoverflow.com" to your search query, which will
limit results to only Stack Overflow links.
 
This is NOT a test on whether or not you know how to fix
each error! Even if you already know how to resolve an error,
still try to find a Stack Overflow post containing a relevant
fix/explanation.
 
You be able to spend a maximum of 10 minutes on each
page, and will continue answering questions until time is up. If



you have any questions during the survey, feel free to ask
them over the video call!

In the next few pages, you will see a walkthrough of how to
respond to questions in this survey.

Example (Question Format)

Instructions (page 2 of 5)

 
Each question in this survey will follow this structure:
 
1. Prompt (Instructions, Python Script, Error message)

  
Example:

  



 
2. Questions (2 multiple choice, 3 short response)

Example:
 





Example (Search Query Construction)

Instructions (page 3 of 5)

For each prompt, your task is to do the following:
 

1. Read the Python code and error message
2. Use Google to find a Stack Overflow post that contains a

textual explanation or code snippet that could help
someone debug the code

3. Answer the survey questions

It is important to include "site:stackoverflow.com" in
your Google search, as this limits results to only links
from Stack Overflow.

 



Example (Stack Overflow post)

Instructions (page 4 of 5)

 
To show what might count as irrelevant versus relevant
information in a Stack Overflow post, consider the following:
 
Python code:

 
Error message:

 

"Irrelevant" Stack Overflow post example:
 



Explanation:
 Although this post mentions syntax errors, neither the question

nor answer seem to mention an applicable fix or explanation
that might help explain the Python code we are considering.

 



"Relevant" Stack Overflow post example (relevant part
outlined in red):



Explanation:
The text in the red box above provides an explanation as
to why the error in our Python code is occurring, which could
help a user debugging the code fix that error.

End of Instructions

Instructions (page 5 of 5)
 



Before moving on to the first question, please let your
moderator know so that they can start recording your
screen cast.

SyntaxError 1

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!
 

11 00 00 00



Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:



 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

 

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No

Maybe



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or



by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing. 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
def frog(a, b, c , d):

    All = []

    l = c

    w = a

    s = b

    lap = 0

    new = 1

    for w in range(9)

        while d != w:

            All.append(new)

            lap += 1

            new = l + s

            lap += 1

            All.append(new)



            if w - new < l:

                new = (w-new)+l

                lap += 1

                All.append(new)

frog(6, 1, 3, 10)

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 8

    for w in range(9)

                    ^

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?



SyntaxError 2

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!
 

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your



Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 
Python code:

 def setup():



    calculate_leapyear(2012)

def calculate_leapyear(years)

        print("year = ", years)

        if((((years %4) == 0) && ((years %100)  !=

0)) 

            ((years %400 == 0)):)

            print("The year is a leap year.")

        else:

            print("The year is not a leap year.")

    return years

setup()

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 4

    def calculate_leapyear(years)



                                ^

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

SyntaxError 3

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!
 
Consider the following code written in Python:

 

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.



1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

Yes

No

Maybe



4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:
 name=input(state yuor name cuz")

 print("hello" name)

Error message:
   File "script.py", line 1

 



    name=input(state yuor name cuz")

                        ^

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

SyntaxError 4

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python 3:
 

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 



Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.
 
For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:
 a = (1, 2, 3, 4)

 
b = list(a)



b(1) = 999

print (b)

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 3

    b(1) = 999

    ^

SyntaxError: can't assign to function call

 

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



SyntaxError 5

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:
 

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

11 00 00 00



 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No

Maybe



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or



by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
a=[1,2,3,0,3]

for i in a:

    if !i:

        break

    print(i)

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 3

    if !i:

       ^

SyntaxError: invalid syntax

 



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

TypeError 1

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

When run, this script produces the following error:

 



Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting



error message:

Python code:
def border_msg(msg):

        result = msg.split("\n")

        width = 0

        height = len(result)

        spaces = 0

        for i in range(len(result) - 1):

                if len(result[i]) <=

len(result[i+1]):

                        width = len(result[i+1])

        width = width + 2

        print("+" + "-" * width + "+")

        for a in range(height):

            print('|

{:^width}|'.format(str(result[a],

                                       width =

width)))

        print("+" + "-" * width + "+")



border_msg("hi\nhow are you\ndrive safely")

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 16, in <module>

    border_msg("hi\nhow are you\ndrive safely")

  File "script.py", line 13, in border_msg

    width = width)))

TypeError: 'width' is an invalid keyword argument

for str()

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?



TypeError 2

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

No

Maybe



4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code
def pd(string):

    if pd[0]==pd[-1]:

        return True

    else:

        return False

    pd(string[1:-1])

 
pd('1221')

Error message:



Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 8, in <module>

    pd('1221')

  File "script.py", line 2, in pd

    if pd[0]==pd[-1]:

TypeError: 'function' object is not subscriptable

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



TypeError 3

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

11 00 00 00



 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for



the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

 
4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting



error message:

Python code:
decToHexTable={'0':'0', '1':'1', '2':'2', '3':'3',

'4':'4',

            '5':'5', '6':'6', '7':'7', '8':'8',

'9':'9',

            '10':'A', '11':'B', '12':'C',

'13':'D', '14':'E',

            '15':'F'}

hexToBinaryTable = {'0':'0000', '1':'0001',

'2':'0010', '3':'0011',

                    '4':'0100', '5':'0101',

'6':'0110',

                    '7':'0111', '8':'1000',

'9':'1001',

                    'A':'1010', 'B':'1011',

'C':'1100',

                    'D':'1101', 'E':'1110',

'F':'1111'}



 
def hexToBinary(number, table):

    hexToBinaryConvert = ''

    for idx in number:

        hexToBinaryConvert += table[idx]

    return(hexToBinaryConvert)

 
hexToBinary('A', hexToBinaryTable)

 
def decToHex(number, table):

    decToHexConvert=''

    for idx in number:

        decToHexConvert += idx[table]

    return decToHexConvert

 
decToHex('15', decToHexTable)

 
Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 25, in <module>



    decToHex('15', decToHexTable)

  File "script.py", line 22, in decToHex

    decToHexConvert += idx[table]

TypeError: string indices must be integers

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

TypeError 4

Yes

No



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 

11 00 00 00



Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting



error message:

Python code:
def second_smallest(xs):

        smallest=xs

        smaller=xs

        for i in range(len([smaller])):

                if smallest>i:

                        smaller=smallest

                        smallest=i

                elif smaller>i and not

smallest==1:

                        smaller=i

        return smaller

second_smallest([1,2,3,4])

 
Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 11, in <module>

    second_smallest([1,2,3,4])



  File "script.py", line 5, in second_smallest

    if smallest>i:

TypeError: '>' not supported between instances of

'list' and 'int'

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

TypeError 5

Yes

No



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 

11 00 00 00



Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.
 
Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting



error message:

Python code:
def IsEdge(G,x,y):

    if x in G:

        v = 0

        for i in x:

            if y == i:

                return True

            else:

                return False

 
 
#Queue:

G = {1:[2,3], 2:[1,5,7], 3:[1,4,5], 4:[3,5], 5:

[2,3,4,6], 6:[5,8],

10:[11,12], 11:[10,12,13], 12:[10,11,13], 13:

[11,12]}

 
IsEdge(G,1,3)



 
Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 15, in <module>

    IsEdge(G,1,3)

  File "script.py", line 4, in IsEdge

    for i in x:

TypeError: 'int' object is not iterable

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



IndexError 1

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

11 00 00 00



 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 



Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:
def mystery(lst, toggle=False):



    if lst == []:

        return []

    elif toggle:

        return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

    else:

        return mystery(lst[1:], True)

 
print(mystery("I am a string" ))

 
Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 9, in <module>

    print(mystery("I am a string" ))

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery

    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery



    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery

    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery

    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery

    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery

    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

  File "script.py", line 7, in mystery

    return mystery(lst[1:], True)

  File "script.py", line 5, in mystery



    return [lst[0]] + mystery(lst[1:], False)

IndexError: string index out of range

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

IndexError 2

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your



Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.
 
For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:
 list = [1,1]

i = 0



for i in list:

    newi = (list[i]) + (list[i] + 1)

    list.append(newi)

    i += 1

    print(newi)

 
Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 4, in <module>

    newi = (list[i]) + (list[i] + 1)

IndexError: list index out of range

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?



IndexError 3

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No

Maybe



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without



producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.
 
For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
n=25

L=[s for s in range(1,n+1)]

for p in range (1,len(L),2):

    L.pop(p)

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 4, in <module>

    L.pop(p)

IndexError: pop index out of range



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

IndexError 4

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for



the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.
 
For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:



Python code:
def exist(prevRest, i):

    if i > 0 and i <= len(prevRes):

        return prevRes[i];

    else:

        return 1;

 
def pascal(n):

    prevRes = [];

    res = [];

    for i in range(n+1):

        for j in range(i+1):

            res[i] += exist(prevRes, i) +

exist(prevRes, i-1);

        return res;

 
print(pascal(0))



Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 15, in <module>

    print(pascal(0))

  File "script.py", line 12, in pascal

    res[i] += exist(prevRes, i) + exist(prevRes,

i-1);

IndexError: list index out of range

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



IndexError 5

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 

11 00 00 00



When run, this script produces the following error:

 



Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.
 



For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
fib = []

 
def fibonacci(n):

    try:

        return fib[n]

    except:

        if n == 0:

                return 1

        if n == 1:

                return 1

        

        fib[n] = fibonacci(n - 1) + fibonacci(n -

2)

        return fib[n]

 
print(fibonacci(5))



Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 5, in fibonacci

    return fib[n]

IndexError: list index out of range

 
During handling of the above exception, another

exception occurred:

 
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 5, in fibonacci

    return fib[n]

IndexError: list index out of range

 
During handling of the above exception, another

exception occurred:

 
Traceback (most recent call last):



  File "script.py", line 5, in fibonacci

    return fib[n]

IndexError: list index out of range

 
During handling of the above exception, another

exception occurred:

 
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 5, in fibonacci

    return fib[n]

IndexError: list index out of range

 
During handling of the above exception, another

exception occurred:

 
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 15, in <module>

    print(fibonacci(5))

  File "script.py", line 12, in fibonacci

    fib[n] = fibonacci(n - 1) + fibonacci(n - 2)



  File "script.py", line 12, in fibonacci

    fib[n] = fibonacci(n - 1) + fibonacci(n - 2)

  File "script.py", line 12, in fibonacci

    fib[n] = fibonacci(n - 1) + fibonacci(n - 2)

  [Previous line repeated 1 more time]

IndexError: list assignment index out of range

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



NameError 1

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

11 00 00 00



 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

Maybe



4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
def closest(d, what, here):

    import math

    ans = {}

    if what == 'gas':

        for point in d:

            if d[point] == 'gas':

                x = here[0]-point[0]

                y = here[1]-point[1]

                distance =

math.sqrt(math.pow(x,2)+math.pow(y,2))

                ans.update({point:distance})



    elif what == 'food':

        if key in d.value('food'):

            x = here[0]-key[0]

            y = here[1]-key[1]

            distance =

math.sqrt(math.pow(x,2)+math.pow(y,2))

            ans.update({key:distance})

    else:

        return None

    return(min(ans[key]))

d =     {(3,1):'gas', (1,4):'gas', (2,1):'food',

(5,5):'food'}

closest(d,"gas",(2,2))

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 21, in <module>

    closest(d,"gas",(2,2))

  File "script.py", line 19, in closest

    return(min(ans[key]))



NameError: name 'key' is not defined

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

NameError 2

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error



has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:



def first():

    door = 'open'

    print(door)

def second():

    roof = 'off'

    print(roof)

    print(door)

switch = 'on'

first()

second()

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 10, in <module>

    second()

  File "script.py", line 7, in second

    print(door)

NameError: name 'door' is not defined



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

NameError 3

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for



the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:



Python code:
def subtreesum(t):

    lst = []

    def subt(t):

        nonlocal lst

        if is_leaf(t):

            return root(t)

        else:

            lst += [max(treesum(t),

                    max([subt(x) for x in

branches(t)]))]

        return max(lst)

    return subt(t)

 
x = tree(-1, [tree(1),

          tree(-2),

          tree(3, [tree(-4),

                   tree(-5)])])

subtreesum(x)



Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 13, in <module>

    x = tree(-1, [tree(1),

NameError: name 'tree' is not defined

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



NameError 4

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 

11 00 00 00



Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting



error message:

Python code:
def deck(suits, numbers):

    return [[x,y] for x in suits and y in numbers]

 
w=deck(['s','c'],[1,2,3])

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 4, in <module>

    w=deck(['s','c'],[1,2,3])

  File "script.py", line 2, in deck

    return [[x,y] for x in suits and y in numbers]

NameError: name 'y' is not defined



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

NameError 5

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No

Maybe



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:



4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
l = [1,2,3,4]

y = random.randint(1, len(l))

print(x)

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 2, in <module>

    y = random.randint(1, len(l))

NameError: name 'random' is not defined



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

AttributeError 1

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

 



When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No

Maybe



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without



producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
s = "0..\n.00\n"

 
coords = []

coord_strs = s.split('\n')

x = 0

y = 0

for i in coord_strs:

        if i == '':

                continue

        coord_chrs = coord_strs.split('.')

        for c in i:

                if c == "0":

                        coords.append((x,y))



                        x += 1

                        continue

                elif c == '.':

                        x += 1

                        continue

                y += 1

                x = 0

                continue

if len(coords) == 0:

        print(None)

print(coords)

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 10, in <module>

    coord_chrs = coord_strs.split('.')

AttributeError: 'list' object has no attribute

'split'



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

AttributeError 2

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

 



When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

Yes

No

Maybe



2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:



4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

Python code:
class Mint:

    current_year = 2015

 
    def __init__(self):

        self.update()

 
    def create(self, kind):

        self.year = Mint.year

        return self.kind

 
    def update(self):



        Mint.year = Mint.current_year

 
class Coin:

    def __init__(self, year):

        self.year = year

 
    def worth(self):

        age = Coin.year - Mint.current_year

        Coin.worth = cents + 1*age

 
class Nickle(Coin):

    cents = 5

 
class Dime(Coin):

    cents = 10

mint = Mint()

mint.year

dime = mint.create(Dime)

dime.year



Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 29, in <module>

    dime = mint.create(Dime)

  File "script.py", line 9, in create

    return self.kind

AttributeError: 'Mint' object has no attribute

'kind'

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



AttributeError 3

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:

11 00 00 00



 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 



Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting



error message:

Python code:
def p(num_list):

    if len(num_list) == 0:

        return([], [])

    

    else:

        first = num_list[0]

        rest = num_list[1:]

        r1=p(rest)

        r2 =p(rest)

 
        if first%2 == 0:

            r1.append(first)

        else:

            r2.append(first)

        return (r1,r2)

 
 



 
p([4,7,3,11,12,16,7])

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 19, in <module>

    p([4,7,3,11,12,16,7])

  File "script.py", line 8, in p

    r1=p(rest)

  File "script.py", line 8, in p

    r1=p(rest)

  File "script.py", line 8, in p

    r1=p(rest)

  [Previous line repeated 3 more times]

  File "script.py", line 14, in p

    r2.append(first)

AttributeError: 'tuple' object has no attribute

'append'



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

TypeError 6

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!
 
Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error



has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:
 
Python code:



a = 4

b  = a 

c = 'Hello'

d = '4'

e = 3.14

f = 2 == 1

g = [1, 2, 3]

h = g

i = c + d

j = c + str(a)

k = c + a

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 11, in <module>

    k = c + a

TypeError: can only concatenate str (not "int") to

str



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

TypeError 7

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!
 
Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 



Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:
 
Python code:
def run_check(a):

    a = a+[a[-1]]



    b = [a[i]-a[i-1] for i in range(1,len(a))]

    c = [i for i in range(len(b)) if b[i]!=1]

    d = [-1]+c

    e = [(a[d[i]+1],a[d[i+1]]) for i in

range(len(d)-1)]

    a.pop(-1)

    return

 
 
a=[1, 2, 3, 4]

start,stop,length=run_check(a)

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 12, in <module>

    start,stop,length=run_check(a)

TypeError: cannot unpack non-iterable NoneType

object



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

TypeError 8

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!
 
Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error



has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

 

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:
 
Python code:



def show_grid(grid, live = 'O', dead = '.'):

    

    stringGrid = ''

    for x in grid:

        for y in x:

            if y == True:

                stringGrid = live

            else:

                stringGrid = dead

        stringGrid.join()

    return stringGrid

 
show_grid([[True,False,False], [False,True,True]])

Error message:
Traceback (most recent call last):

  File "script.py", line 13, in <module>

    show_grid([[True,False,False],

[False,True,True]])

  File "script.py", line 10, in show_grid



    stringGrid.join()

TypeError: join() takes exactly one argument (0

given)

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

SyntaxError 6

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:
 

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.

 

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your



Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:
n = 15

    print (n)



    n = n ** 2

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 2

    print (n)

    ^

IndentationError: unexpected indent

5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No



SyntaxError 7

Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

 

Consider the following code written in Python:
 

11 00 00 00



 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error
has occurred.



Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:
    def has_digit(n,k):



        y = 0

        string = str(n)

        digit = str(k)

        has = False

        if digit in string:

            has = True

        return has

    z = 0

    count = 0

    while z < 10:

        if has_digit(n,z):

            count = count + 1

        z = z + 1

    return count

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 1

    def has_digit(n,k):

    ^

IndentationError: unexpected indent



5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

SyntaxError 8

Yes

No

11 00 00 00



Reminder: start all your Google search queries with
"site:stackoverflow.com"!

Consider the following code written in Python:

 
When run, this script produces the following error:

 
Using Google as your search engine, try to find a Stack
Overflow post that you think contains either a related fix for
the given error, or an explanation that identifies why the error



has occurred.

Remember to add "site:stackoverflow.com" to your
Google query, as this limits the results to only Stack Overflow
posts.

1. Do you think you already know how to fix this error?

2. Once you find a fix and/or explanation, please copy and
paste the link of the Stack Overflow post from which you
found that information: 

Yes

No

Maybe



3. Please copy and paste the specific text and/or code
snippet that contains the information you found helpful:

4. After performing your search, what do you think needs to
be fixed in the above Python code so that it runs without
producing errors? You may answer with a text explanation, or
by rewriting the line(s) of code that need changing.

For ease of reference, here is the Python code and resulting
error message:

 

Python code:



def max_sement_sum(L):

 
max_so_far = 0

for lower in range(len(L)):

    for upper in range(lower, len(L)):

        sum = 0

        for i in range(lower, upper +1):

            sum = sum + L[i]

        max_so_far = max(max_so_far, sum)

    return max_so_far

 
 
L = [2, -5, 8, -6, 10]

print(max_sement_sum(L))

Error message:
  File "script.py", line 3

    max_so_far = 0

             ^

IndentationError: expected an indented block
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5. Did you learn anything new from the results of your Google
search?

Yes

No
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